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Summary. A new approach to an operational treatment of errors and 
exceptions in specifications of abstract data types is presented. Considering 
a specification as a term rewriting system, we define an operational seman
tics and give conditions that are sufficient for its well-definedness (Church
Rosser property). Also, we give conditions that are sufficient for the termi
nation of reduction strategies, respecting the specified error and exception 
handling. 

1. Introduction 

Algebraic specifications of software modules have been discussed widely from 
several viewpoints. The attractive feature of this approach is that it is practi
cally useful in many cases of interest [14, 2, 8, 3, 11], that its mathematical 
foundations are well investigated [1, 6, 4, 5, 7], and that there is also an 
operational treatment in terms of term rewriting systems that has been studied 
extensive1y and offers quite an amount of usefu1 results [16, 21, 19, 22, 15]. 
There are, however, practical needs that are not yet well understood, both in 
terms of algebraic and operational semantics. One of the most challenging 
problems is error and exception handling. Although some theoretical aspects of 
this problern have been addressed [1, 12, 13, 18], a treatment is still missing 
that is satisfactory for both theoreticians and practitioners in the field. 

In this paper, we present a new approach to an operational treatment of 
errors and exceptions that we think is acceptable from a practical viewpoint 
since it is simple and allows all perceivable forms of error handling. Especially, 
we do not force errors to propagate in any case as [12, 2], and [3] do. Instead, 
we offer the flexibility to eliminate or recover errors under certain circum
stances. Also, we avoid to specify error handling totally explicitly as [1] do 
since this results in very tedious specifications. 

In the next section, we present the ideas of our approach informally by 
means of an example. In Sect. 3, we develop some formal background needed 
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in the rest of the paper. We introduce ok- and error sorts and variables of ok
and error sorts, respectively, and give a modified definition for the syntax of 
terms. The main part is Sect. 4 giving an operational semantics for our version 
of specification in terms of term rewriting systems. Our results are based on 
those of O'Donnell [19] about sufficient syntactical criteria for uniqueness of 
normal forms and termination of certain reduction strategies. Because of our 
modified syntax of terms we need some additional criteria to show analogaus 
results for term rewriting systems derived from algebraic specifications with 
error handling. In Sect. 5, we illustrate our results by revisiting the introduc
tory example. We give the operational model for the example explicitly in 
order to show what the specification really defines. 

The issues discussed in this paper have been treated in more detail in [9]. 

2. Motivation 

An algebraic specification of an abstract data type consists of a finite set of 
sorts, a finite set of function symbols on different domains and ranges, and a 
finite set of axioms built from these function symbols and from variables. A 
simple well-known example is the following specification of the abstract data 
type stack. 

Example 2.1. Let { stack, nat} be a set of sorts. 

NEW: ->Stack 
0: ---+nat 
PUSH: stack x nat ->Stack 
POP: stack --->Stack 
TOP: stack--->nat 

POP(NEW)=error (1) 
POP(PUSH(S,E))=S (2) 
TOP(NEW)=error (3) 
TOP(PUSH(S,E))=E (4) 

The set of axioms is often called semantic part of a specification and the 
axioms can be used to derive the equality of constant terms built from function 
symbols without variables. For that purpose, the variables in the axioms are 
substituted by constant terms to get constant axioms. Then the derivation of 
equalities is a reduction process, using the constant axioms as rewrite rules 
from left to right, for instance: 

TOP(PUSH(POP(PUSH(NEW, 0)), 0)) 
using axiom (2) 

TOP(PUSH(NEW, 0)) 
using axiom ( 4) 

0 

The reduction process terminates if no further axiom can be applied. 
In the above example the application of the two function symbols POP and 

TOP to an empty stack yields an error or exception situation. This is indicated 
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by the two "error" axioms (1) and (3). A term containing an error will be 
called error tenn. 

Unfortunately, undesired contradictions can be derived if functions yielding 
an error situation in some cases or error axioms occur during the reduction 
process. A detailed discussion how such contradictions appear can be found in 
[1] or [18]. The problems arise because it is possible to substitute the vari
ables in the axioms (2) and (4) by constant terms, which can be reduced to 
error terms. For example, it is allowed to substitute the variable E in axiom (2) 
by TOP(NEW). This shows that the existing syntactical description means are 
not powerful enough to distinguish between so-called "error" axioms and 
axioms describing situations without error terms as it is intended in axiom (2) 
or ( 4). 

There exist several approaches to modify the given specification in order to 
guarantee that variables may only be substituted by terms which cannot be 
reduced to error terms. For example, in [1] so-called OK-predicates OKs for 
each sort s are introduced and all axioms are given in an error-conditioned 
form. This means that an axiom holds only if the OK-predicates of terms 
substituted for variables are true. To get a correct specification in the sense of 
[1] a lot of function symbols and axioms have to be added to the specification. 
In [14] the given specification is extended by a so-called restriction specifi
cation indicating whether the value of an operation is well-defined or not. 
There exist further approaches (e.g. [18]), but all of them are very tedious or 
restrictive. 

In this paper, we shall describe a new simple way of specifying error and 
exception situations in abstract data types. In contrast to other authors (e.g. 
[12]) we don't restriet ourselves on error propagation, but allow all possible 
forms of error handling, including error recovery. The main idea of our 
approach is the introduction of two kinds of sorts, ok-sorts s(- ok) and error 
sorts s & err, and the declaration of a partial ordering on the set of sorts being 
described by the Hasse diagram 

s&err 

I 
s(- ok). 

Goguen described a similar idea in [13] in order to handle coercions and error 
situations. He introduced a strict lower semi-lattice s where for each ground 
sort s there exist three sorts s, s- ok, and S & err related according to the 
following Hasse diagram 

s 

/"" 
s-ok s&err 

""/ j_ 

Furthermore he requires the existence of function symbols f: u'---+ v' for 
each function symbol (e.g.) f: u---+ v where u, vES and u' ~ u and v ~ v'. This 
implies that we have at least the function symbols POP: stack---+ stack, 
POP: stack- ok---+ stack and POP: stack&err---+ stack in our example of the 
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specification of the stack. This overloading of function symbols yields specifica
tions where it is difficult to see which function symbol really occurs in a term. 

Now we give a second specification of the abstract data type stack and 
explain our treatment of error and exception situations. 

Example 2.2. Let { stack, stack & err, nat, nat & err} be a set of sorts. 

0: --?nat 
NEW: -?Stack 
PUSH: stack x nat--?stack 
POP: stack -?Stack & err 
TOP: stack--?nat & err 
ERR "UNDERFLOW": --?Stack&err 
ERR "NO-ENTR Y": --?nat & err 

POP(PUSH(S,E))=S (1) 
POP(NEW)=ERR "UNDERFLOW" (2) 
POP(ERR "UNDERFLOW")=ERR "UNDER-

FLOW" (3) 
TOP(PUSH(ST,E))=E (4) 
TOP(NEW)= ERR "NO-ENTR Y" (5) 

where S is a variable of sort stack, ST a variable of sort stack & err and E a 
variable of sort nat. 

The error sorts always have the form s & err, where s is the corresponding 
ok-sort. In analogy to the distinction of two kinds of sorts we have two kinds 
of functions symbols regarding their range sorts. All function symbols describ
ing normal situations have ok-range sorts, e.g. NEW, 0, PUSH. All function 
symbols that may introduce or propagate an error situation have error range 
sorts, e.g. POP and TOP. Error situations are denoted by so-called error 
constants that have the form ERR " ... " and an error sort as range sort. 

In order to allow the construction of terms like POP(ERR "UNDER
FLOW") (see axiom (3)), we generalize the usual syntax of terms. This means 
for example, that the error constant ERR "UNDERFLOW" with an error sort 
as range sort is allowed to occur as argument of the function symbol POP, 
which has an ok-domain sort. On the other band, the argument may have an 
error sort while the domain sort is an ok-sort (see for example the variable ST 
in axiom ( 4)). 

Introducing two kinds of sorts implies that we have also two kinds of 
variables: variables of an ok-sort and variables of an error sort. We shall use 
this concept to restriet the generation of constant axioms from axioms in the 
following way: variables of an ok-sort may only be substituted by constant 
terms which can never be reduced to error terms. We shall show that in our 
approach it will be possible to decide without further reduction steps that a 
term cannot be reduced to an error term. In axiom (1) both variables have an 
ok-sort; this implies that no error terms may be substituted for the variables. 
Therefore, we shall call this a normal situation. In axiom (2) and (5) we have 
two error introduction situations since the righthand sides of the axioms contain 
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error constants, in contrast to the lefthand sides. Axiom (3) gives an example of 
an error propagation situation. The error constant occurs on the lefthand side 
as well as on the righthand side of the axiom. In axiom (4) the variable ST 
may be substituted by any term of sort stack or stack & err. This means 
especially that the variables ST may be substituted by an error term. Since the 
variable ST doesn't occur on the righthand side, axiom (4) describes a so-called 
error recovery situation. 

These are only a few examples of possible error handling situations in 
specifications of abstract data types. But we hope that these examples show 
how it is possible to specify different forms of error handling by the choice of 
variables and sorts as domains and ranges. 

Now we shall formalize our ideas and define an operational semantics for 
specifications including error handling. Furthermore, we shall investigate re
duction strategies that respect the specified error handling. In Sect. 5 we shall 
return to Example 2.2 again. 

3. Basic Definitions 

In this section we give some basic definitions for signature, terms and specifi
cations of an abstract data type. First we introduce a set of sorts S with a 
partial order relation: A set S is called a structured set of sorts (induced by a 
set of sorts S0 ) iff S contains S0 and for each s of S0 there is an s & err in S. 
We call a sort s of S 0 ok-sort and s & err error sort. Furthermore there is a 
partial order relation::;; defined on a structured set of sorts by: for all s, s' ES 
we have s'::;;s iff s' and s are identical or s' is an ok-sort and s=s'&err is an 
error sort. 

Two sorts s, s' ES are called comparable (s ~ s') iff s::;; s' or s'::;; s. 

Example 3.1. Let S0 be the set of ok-sorts {stack, nat}. 
Then the structured set of sorts S induced by S0 is { stack, nat, stack & err, 

nat&err}, and we have for example: 
stack~stack, natsnat&err, nat&err~nat, but not stack~nat. 

A signature L=(Lw s>wES* sEs is an S* x S-indexed family of function sym
bols. Let V=< V:) sES b~ an S-indexed family of sets of formal variables with 
Ln V=0. 

In order to simplify the notation of subterm replacements we represent 
terms as trees. 

Definition 3.2. A term domain D is a finite subset of N* such that the empty 
word c is an element of D and D contains x and x.(n) if it contains x.(l) and 
x. (n + 1 ), respectively, for n ~ 1. 

An element of D is called node address; s is called root address. Intuitively 
speaking, natural numbers from 1 to n are used as selectors for the n subtrees 
of a node, and a node address is the sequence of selectors from the root to that 
node. 

In the sequel we consider terms as functions A: D-+Lu V where D is a 
term domain, sometimes denoted by domA. We call ns(A, x) the node sort s (at 
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node address x) iff xEdomA and AxEiw,s (wES*) or AxEV:; for x=s we 
write only ns(A) and call this root sort of A. 

In addition to the usual construction of terms over I and V we allow the 
argument sort at a node address to be comparable to the source sort of the 
function symbol standing at this node. This yields the following definition of 
terms: 

Definition 3.3. A function A: D-> I u V is called a dism·dered (I, V)-term 
iff (1) D is a term domain 

(2) for all x E D 
(a) if AxEiw,s where sES, w=sl...snES* (n2:0) 

thenx.(i)ED and ns(A,x.(i))~siholdsforalliE{1, ... ,n} 
and x. (n + 1) f D 

or (b) AxEV: where SES and x.(1)$D. 

In the following examples we illustrate the notion of term using the signature 
of Example 2.2. 

Example 3.4. D:={.s, (1), (1,1), (1,2)} is a term domain and a disordered (I, V)
term A: D-" I u V can be represented as a tree as follows: 

POP 

1 I 

A: PUSH 

y~ 
NEW 0 

Due to this modified term construction it may happen in a disordered (I, V)
term A that at node address x.(i) the node sort ns(A,x.(i)) is an error sort and 
the corresponding sort si of the function symbol Ax E I 81 sn s is an ok-sort. In 
this case, the node address x. (i) is called a real place of disorder in a disor
dered (I, V)-term A. If there exists no real place of disorder in a disordered 
(I, V)-term A, A is called an ordered (17, V)-term. 

(I', V)-terms without variables are called 17-terms. 
We give some examples for disordered I-terms using both string and tree 

notation to describe terms. 

Example 3.5 

(1) PUSH(PUSH(PUSH(NEW, 0), 0), 0) is an ordered 17-term with an ok-root 
sort. 

(2) POP 

11 
PUSH 

/~ 
NEW 0 is an ordered I-term with an error root sort. 
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(3) PUSH 

;/~ 
POP 0 

11 
NEW 

is a disordered L'-term that is not ordered. 
(1) is a real place of disorder. 
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Now we are able to formalize the two notions ok-term and error-term 
introduced in Sect. 2. Since all function symbols that have an error sort as 
range sort may yield an error situation for certain arguments (e.g. the function 
symbol POP), only ordered L'-terms with an ok-root sort represent ok-terms. 
On the other band, all disordered L'-terms with an error root sort or a real 
place of disorder in their term domain represent error terms. In this sense, the 
first term in Example 3.5 is an ok-term, while the second and third term are 
error terms. 

Since we define a term as a function, it is easy to derrote the subterm of a 
term A at a node address x of dom A. 

Definition 3.6. The subtenn A/x o[ a (L', V)-term A at x E dom A is the function 
A/x: Dx--+L'uV with Dx=={yEN*Ix·yEdomA} and (A/x)y:=A(x-y) for all 
yEDx. 

In order to compare node addresses in a term domain, we introduce the 
following relation anc on N*: for x, yr:=N* Iet x anc y iff there is a wr=N* with 
x · w= y. Then x is called prefix of y. 

If x anc y and x =!= y holds, we write x anc =!= y and call x proper prefix of y. 
Two addresses x and y are said to be independent (x .1 y) iff x is not a prefix of y 
and y is not a prefix of x. A subset M of N* is called independent (_LM) iff any 
two distinct elements from M are independent. Two subsets M, N ~ N* are 
independent (M j_ N) iff for all x E M, y E N we have x j_ y. 

The replacement of subterms in disordered (L', V)-terms is now defined as 
follows: 

Definition 3. 7. Let A, B be disordered (I', V)-terms, Iet x E dom A and 
ns(A, x)~ns(B). The disordered (L', V)-term A(x+-B), where the subtree A/x is 
replaced by the tree B, is defined by: 

(1) domA(x+-B)= =x- domBu(domA -x- N*) 
(2) for all yEdomA(x+-B) 

A(x+-B)y=={Bz 
A y otherwise 

if y=x · z 

Let M={xl, ... ,xn}~domA and _l_M. 
The disordered (L', V)-term A(x<-Bxlxr:=M) is defined by: 

A(x<-Bxlx E M): = A(xl <-Bx1) .• • (x n<- Bxnl· 

We introduce two particular types of disordered (1:', V)-terms. 
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Definition 3.8. A node address x in the term domain of a disordered (l', V)-term 
A is called place of disorder iff x is a real place of disorder or we have the 
following: x = e and A x is a variable of an error sort. 

An internally ordered (l', V)-term is a disordered (l', V)-term that has all 
places of disorder only at the leaves. And an internally ordered (l', V)-term is 
called disordered at variables iff all places of disorder are at leaves labelled by 
variable names. 

Based on the well-known equational specification approach, we will use the 
following definition of specification. 

A specification of an abstract data type is a 4-tuple (S, l', V, R) where S is a 
structured set of sorts, l' is a signature, V is an S-indexed family of sets of 
formal variables and R is a set of axioms. We restriet ourselves to the case 
where all axioms are equation schemes of the form A = B where A and B are 
disordered (l', V)-terms with comparable root sorts. 

From the set R of axioms, a set E(R) of constant axioms can be generated 
by substituting the variables by l'-terms as follows. (Fora (l', V)-term A and a 
variable X Iet A-l (X) be the set of node addresses x where A x =X). 

Definition 3.9. Let A = B be an axiom and Iet X1, ... , X n be the formal vari
ables occuring in A and B. 

A constant axiom A = B is called generated from A = B 

iff (1) A=A(x-C1IxEA- 1 (X1)) ... (x-OijxEA- 1 (Xn)) 

(2) B = B(x+-- C11x E B- 1 (X1)) ... (x-Cnlx E B- 1(X n)) 

where for all iE{1, ... , n}, Ci is a disordered l'-term suchthat ns(Ci)~ns(Xi), 
and Ci isanordered l'-term if XiE~ has an ok-sort s. (=means that the two 
functions are identical.) 

The essential point is that only ordered l'-terms may be substituted for a 
variable with an ok-sort. We have already mentioned in Sect. 2 that this 
restriction has been motivated by the intention to specify several forms of error 
handling. 

Example 3.1 0. In axiom (1), PO P(PUSH(S, E)) = S, of Example 2.2 the variables 
S and E are variables of ok-sorts. Thus, they can only be substituted by ok
terms. This means that, for example, the variable S may only be substituted by 
NEW or PUSH( ... (PUSH(NEW, 0), .,., 0). 

4. An Operational Semantics for Specifications 

In this section we define an operational semantics for specifications of abstract 
data types by transforming a specification into a term replacement system. The 
well-known normal form semantics of a term replacement system - if it is well
defined - will then be used as an operational semantics for specifications. The 
following diagram illustrates our approach. 
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We describe properties of a term replacement system which guarantee the well
definedness of the normal form semantics and allow to compute the normal 
form semantics effectively. 

Furthermore, we describe properties of a specification which are sufficient 
for these corresponding properties of a term replacement system and can be 
checked syntactically. 

4.1. Term Replacement Systems 

A term replacement system (TRS) is a triple <S, 2:, E) where S is a structured 
set of sorts, 2: is a signature and E is a set of rules. Rules have the form A--" B, 
where A and Bare disordered 2:-terms with comparable root sorts. 

In a TRS the set of rules has to form a partial function on the set of 
disordered 2:-terms. These rules are intended to describe which subterm re
placements are allowed within a term replacement system. Each set of rules E 

induces a reduction relation ___!___, = < ___!___, s> sES on all disordered 2:-terms by: 
A~sB iff ns(A)~s holds and there is an xEdomA where A/x-"CEE and 
B = Ä (x +- C). x is called a redex in Ä iff Ä/x is the lefthand side of some rule. 

Sometimes we write A+B instead of A~sB. By ~* we denote the 
reflexive and transitive closure of ~, and A ~ * B means that there exists 
an SES where Ä~; B. 

If M = { x 1, ... , xn} is an independent set of redexes in A, we abbreviate the 
notation of the sequence A xEt Al }2 ... }n An by A ! ) An and call it a 
reduction step. 

A sequence of reduction steps is called a reduction sequence. 
If there exists no redex in the term domain of a disordered 2:-term, this 2:

term is cal!ed normal form. The sets of normal forms N r s: = {Al A is a disor
dered 2:-term where ns(A)~s and there is no B suchthat ·A~sB} for each s 
of S will be the carrier sets of the normal form semantics of a TRS. A 
disordered 2:-term B is called normal form of a 2:-term A ( denoted by N F(A)) 
iff A ~; B and B is a normal form. 

The normal form is uniquely determined if the set E of rules has the 
Church-Rosser property wrt~; i.e. that for A ~ * B and Ä ___11'__, * C there 
always is a term I5 with B~* I5 and C~* !5. 

A 

.Y ~. 
B C 

~~ 
*[j* 
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Now we can give the definition of the normal form semantics for a term 
replacement system <S, I, E). 

Definition 4.1. Let _L, be the reduction relation induced by E and let E have 
the Church-Rosser property wrt~. 

The normal form semantics of a term replacement system <S, I, E) is a pair 
<Nr, F) where 

(1) Nr=<Nr,s>ses is the S-indexed family of carrier sets and 

(2) F = <Fw,s>wES*,sES contains for each function symbol GE Isl...sn,s a function 
6 (J: Nr, s 1 x ... x Nr. sn-> Nr, s in F,l...sn,s defined by 6(J(t l, ... , t n): = N F(G(tl, ... , t n)). 

Assuming the Church-Rosser property, all functions are well-defined, but 
generally these functions are only partial, since the normal form of a term need 
not exist. 

The normal form semantics of a TRS can be extended to arbitrary disor
dered I-terms by assigning the normal form NF(A) to a disordered I-term A. 

The definition of the operational semantics of a specification can now be 
formulated. Definition 3.9 shows how each set of axioms R induces a set of 
constant axioms E(R). By omitting the symmetric property and reading every
thing from left to right, these axioms can be regarded as rules of a term 
replacement system, i.e. A = B will be simplified to A-> B. 

Definition 4.2. Let P = <S, I:, V, R) be a specification of an abstract data type 
and let E(R) be the set of generated axioms. Assurne that E(R), considered as 
rules, forms a partial function on the set of disordered I-terms and has the 
Church- Ross er property. 

The normal form semantics of the corresponding TRS <S, I, E(R)) is called 
the operational semantics of the specification P = <S, I, V, R). 

4.2. Properties of Rules 

One advantage of the normal form semantics is the possibility of computing it 
by syntactical means. To do so, it must be guaranteed that the underlying set 
of rules has the Church-Rosser property and that the applied computation 
strategy terminates. A computation strategy is called terminating iff the normal 
form of a given I-term will eventually be found if it exists. In order to find 
syntactical criteria which are sufficient for these properties, we use the results 
of Rosen [21] and O'Donnell [19] about subtree replacements. First it must 
be guaranteed that the set E of rules has the Church-Rosser property. Rosen 
has shown in [21] that the Church-Rosser property is satisfied if the set of 
rules of a TRS is closed wrt a residual map. This residual map is a technical 
aid used in the proofs to describe how the redexes are rearranged during the 
reduction steps. We give the following definition: 

Definition 4.3. Let P j_ (N*) be the set of all independent subsets of N* and E a 
set of rules. 
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A residual map for Eisa function r:E-'>(N*-+P _L(N*)), defined by: 

(1) if x is a redex in A and y Er (A-" B) x holds, then y is a redex in B 
(2) if x_l_y holds, then r(A-+B)x_ir(A-+B)y holds 

(3) r(A-+B)e=0 for all A-+BEE. 
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Definition 4.4. The set of rules E of a TRS (S, I, E) is called closed wrt a 
residual map r iff for A-'>BEE, xEdomA, x=l=c and A+A' there is a disor
dered I-term B' 

with (1) A'--rB'cE and B r(A~B>x B' 

(i.e. 

and (2) x_iy implies r(A'-+B')y=r(A-+B)y. 

Theorem 4.5 (cf. [21, 19]). Let (S, I, E) be a TRS and r a residual map for E. If 
E is closed wrt r, then E has the Church-Rosser property. 

The proofs of this theorem and of the following results about termination of 
reduction strategies heavily depend on the notions of a reduction relation 
induced by a set of rules E and of a redex. Since our definitions of these 
notions coincide with those given by O'Donnell, bis proofs can immediately be 
carried over to TRSs with a structured set of sorts. 

When computing the normal form of a given disordered I-term it depends 
on the choice of the redexes to be reduced in each reduction step whether an 
existing normal form will be found during the reductions. Computation stra
tegies are also called reduction strategies, and terminating reduction strategies 
are of particu!ar interest. 

One simple strategy is to reduce in each reduction step at all redexes in a 
disordered I-term from innermost to outermost. O'Donnell has shown that 
this strategy, called Juli substitution, is terminating if the underlying TRS is 
closed wrt a residual map (cf. [19], Corollary 3). 

Another reduction strategy, called parallel outermost, produces shorter re
duction sequences in general. It is defined by reducing at all outermost redexes 
in each step. A redex x is an outermost redex in a disordered I-term A iff no 
proper prefix of x is a redex in A. The parallel outermost strategy is terminat
ing (cf. [19], Theorem 10), if the set of rules of the underlying TRS is closed 
wrt a residual map r and additionally has the outer property which is defined 
as follows: 

Definition 4.6. Let (S, I, E) be a TRS, Iet A, B be I-terms and Iet 
x,y,zcdomA suchthat x anc y anc=J=z. Let y,z be redexes in A and A-f-+B. 
E is called outer 

iff, whenever x is no redex in A, then x is no redex in B. 
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4.3. Properties of Rule Schemes 

In this section we describe simple syntactical criteria for the set of axioms R, 
which can be automatically tested and imply that the set of generated rules 
E(R) forms a partial function on the set of disordered 2:-terms and has the 
Church-Rosser property. This guarantees the well-definedness of the oper
ational semantics. Furthermore, we give syntactical criteria for a set of axioms 
which imply the outer property of the set of generated rules. In this case, the 
termination of the parallel outermost strategy can be guaranteed. 

Our investigations base on the results of O'Donnell [19]. But, in contrast 
to the level of term replacement systems, the introduction of a structured set of 
sorts, a modified syntax of terms and a new definition for the generation of 
rules imply that the results of O'Donnell cannot carried over to our approach 
immediately. Therefore, we need some additional criteria for the axioms on the 
specification level in order to have corresponding results. 

In the seq uel we consider onl y special types of axioms in a specifica tion: 

Definition 4. 7. An axiom A = B is called a rule scheme 

iff (1) A is internally ordered and 
(2) A is not a single variable and 
(3) each variable occurs only once in A and 
(4) allvariables of B occur in A. 

It can now easily be shown that a set of generated rules E(R) forms a 
partial function on the set of disordered 2:-terms, if the set of rule schemes R 
has the following property: 

Definition 4.8. A set R of rule schemes is called consistent 

iff for all pairs of rule schemes A = B and C = D from R the following holds: If 
there are 2:-terms A, B, C, l5 such that A--->B and C--->D are rules generated 
from these rule schemes, such that A = C, then the rule schemes A = B and 
C = D are identical up to renaming of the occuring variables and up to com
parability of the variable sorts. 
(This means formally: 

(1) domB=domD and 
(2) \fxEdomB: j WES*, SES with Bx=DxEl'w,s V 

(:3 ok -sort s with B x, D x E V,. U V,. &err 

AA- 1 (Bx)= c- 1 (Dx)). 

O'Donnell gives a simple criterion to check the consistency of a set of rule 
schemes. 

Lemma 4.9. If for any two distinct rule schemes A = B and C = D from R we 
have that there is an xEdomAndomC suchthat Ax and Cx are distinct 
function symbols, then R is consistent. 

Moreover, the consistency of a set of rule schemes R guarantees the 
existence of a residual map for a set of generated rules E(R) as follows. For 
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each rule A---+B, generated from the rule scheme A=B, the residual map is 
defined by: 

r<A---+B)x:={{
0
y · zjyEB-

1
(Av)} if x=v · z and AvE V 

otherwise. 

We call this the residual map generated by R. 
In Sect. 4.2. we have said that the Church-Rosser property of a set of rules 

E is satisfied, if E is closed wrt a residual map. Now we describe syntactical 
criteria for a set of rule schemes R which imply the closure of the set of 
generated rules E(R). 

O'Donnell introduces the following property for a set of rule schemes and 
gives a simple sufficient criterion for this property. 

Definition 4.10 (cf. [19], Def. 48). Let R be a set of rule schemes, ..j.=~ and 
C = D of R, Iet X 1, ... , X n be the formal variables occuring in A, Iet A---+ B be a 
rule generated by substituting X1, ... , X n by disordered X-terms H1, ... , H n, 
and let C---+ I5 be generated from C = D. 

R is called nonoverlapping iff, in any such situation and for any x =l= c, 
A/x=C implies that there is a yEdomA, azEN*, and an iE{1, ... ,n} suchthat 
Ay=Xi and x= y · z. 

Lemma 4.11. If for any two not necessarily distinct rule schemes A = B and 
C = D of R and for all x of dom C such that x =l= 8 we have A 8 =l= C x, then R is 
nonoverlapping. 

Example 4.12. All axioms in Example 2.2 are rule schemes and the set of rule 
schemes is consistent and nonoverlapping. 

O'Donnell shows that consistency and the nonoverlapping property of a set 
R of rule schemes are sufficient for the closure of the set of generated rules 
E(R) wrt the residual map generated by R (cf. [19], Theorem 17). Since we 
require that only ordered X-terms may be substituted for variables of an ok
sort we need an additional property. 

Definition 4.13. A rule scheme A = B propagates order iff, whenever A is disor
dered at variables, we have the following: 
(1) B is disordered at variables and 
(2) for all places of disorder x in B holds that A-l (B x) 1s a real place of 
disorder in A and 
(3) B 8 EX= ns(B) S ns(A). 

A set R of rule schemes propagates order iff all rule schemes from R propagate 
order. 

Conditions (1) and (2) imply that in rules A---+ B generated from A = B the 
righthand side Bis always ordered if the lefthand side Ais ordered. Conditions 
(2) and (3) imply that for all generated rules A---+B we have ns(B):;;ns(A). 

It is easy to see that an ordered X-term with an ok-root sort remains such a 
term during the reduction process, if the underlying set of rule schemes prop
agates order. Thus an ok-term can't be reduced to an error term during 
further reduction steps. 
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We use this idea to prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.14. Let P = (S, 2:, V, R) be a specification where R is consistent, non
overlapping and propagates order. 

Then E(R) is closed wrt a residual map r generated by R. 

Proof Let Xl, ... , X n be the variables occuring in the lefthand side A of a rule 
scheme A = B, and let A--> B be generated from A = B by substituting the 
variables X i by disordered 2:-terms H i for i = 1, ... , 11. Let x =j= ~: be a redex in A, 
i.e. there exists A/x->15EE(R) and A E~R~ A(x+-15). Let C:=A/x. 

If R is nonoverlapping, then there is a yEdomA, a zEN*, and an 
iE {1, ... , n} suchthat Ay=Xi and x=y · z. 

We first show that a second rule A'->B' can be generated from A=B such 
that A'=A(x+-15) and B'=B(w+-Ri(z+-15)jwEB- 1 (Xi)). This holds if we can 
show that H i(z+-15) can be substituted for X i instead of fli. 

Case 1. XiE V, has an ok-sort s. Then Hi is ordered and has root sort s. Since 
C is a subtree of H i it follows that C is ordered. As R propagates order this 
implies for C->DEE(R) that t5 is ordered and ns(D)~ns(C) holds. So 
Ri(z+-15) is ordered, has root sort s, and can be substituted for Xi. 

Case 2. If X i is a variable of an error sort, the proposition is trivial. Now the 
theorem follows directly from the definition of the residual map generated by 
the set of rule schemes. 

In practice, the signature often has the property that the domains of all 
function symbols consist only of ok-sorts. In this case condition (2) of De
finition 4.13 is always satisfied for a rule scheme. 

O'Donnell shows that consistency tagether with the nonoverlapping proper
ty is also sufficient for the outer property of a set of rules ([19], Theorem 8). 
Again we need an additional property for the set of rule schemes to prove the 
same result for specifications with error handling. In order to motivate this 
new property the following considerations are helpful. The property of the rule 
schemes to propagate order can be viewed as implication 'P (lefthand 
side) => Q(righthand side)' for two predicates P and Q. In cantrast to this we 
need now a property that represents the implication 'P(righthand 
side) = Q(lefthand side)' for the same predicates P and Q. 

At first we need the following additional property for a rule scheme, which 
is an analogon to our requirement that all variables occuring on the righthand 
side of a rule scheme must occur on the lefthand side. Here the following 
weaker property is sufficient. 

Definition 4.15. A rule scheme A = B propagates error variables iff for all 
y E dom A where Ay is a variable of an error sort there exists a z E dom B where 
Bz=Ay. 

Example4.16. Rule scheme (4) TOP(PUSH(ST,E))=E in Example2.2 doesn't 
propagate error variables, as the variable ST doesn't occur on the righthand 
side. 

We define two further properties for rule schemes. 
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Definition 4.17. A rule scheme A = B propagates places of disorder iff for all 
yt=dom A where y is a place of disorder there exists a zt::B- 1 (Ay) where z is a 
real place of disorder. 

Example 4.18. Rule scheme (4) TOP(PUSH(ST, E))=E in Example 2.2 doesn't 
propagate places of disorder, as (1, 1) is a real place of disorder in 
TOP(PUSH(ST, E)) and the set B- 1 (A((1, 1, 1))) is empty. 

Definition 4.19. A rule scheme A = B discovers order iff, whenever B is disor
dered at variables, we have the following: 

(1) A is disordered at variables and 
(2) ns(A) ~ ns(B) and 
(3) A = B propagates error variables and places of disorder. 

A set R of rule schemes discovers order iff all rule schemes from R discover 
order. 

Condition (1) and (3) imply that in rules A-+ B generated from A = B the 
lefthand side A is always ordered if the righthand side B is ordered. 

Now we can show the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.20. Let P = (S, I, V, R) be a specification, where R is consistent, non
overlapping, and propagates and discovers order. 

Then the set of generated rules E(R) of the corresponding TRS (S, I, E(R)) 
has the outer property. 

Proof. Let A, A' be disordered I-terms, Jet x, y, z E dom A where x anc y ancof= z, 
Jet x be no redex in A and A ESR4 A'. Then there is a rule scheme A~ = F in R 
from which the rule A'jx-+ F can be generated by substituting the variables 
X1, ... , Xn in A~ by disordered 1:'-terms H1, ... , Hn. 

By assumption, we have that P is closed and that y ancof=z holds. This 
implies that y is a redex in A' and that there is a w 4= 1: where y · w = z. Since R 
has the nonoverlapping property, there exist s, t, and j with y = x · s · t and A~(s) 
=Xj. 

By assumption, z is a redex in A; so there exists a rule Ajz-+D and we have 
A'/z=D. 

Let R'j: =A/(x · s); then we have R'j/(t · w) = Ajz and Rj = R'j((t · w).- D). 
We now show that a second rule A"jx-+F' can be generated from A~=F 

by substituting Xi by R'j instead of Rj. 

Case 1. Xj E v; has an ok-sort s. Then Rj is ordered and has root sort s. Since 
Rjj(t · w) =D holds, l5 is ordered. As the rule Ajz-+D is in E(R) and R 
discovers order, we can conclude that A/z is ordered and ns(Ajz) ~ ns(D) 
h_?lds. So R'j is ordered and, since wof=~: holds, H'j has the same root sort as 
Hj. 

Thus, Xj can be substituted by R'j. 

Case 2. If Xj is a variable of an error sort, the proposition is trivial. 
Because of A" /x = Ajx, we have a contradiction to the assumption that x is 

no redex in A. 
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If the domains of all function symbols of the signature consist only of ok
sorts, the property of a rule scheme to discover order can be weakened, since 
in this case a rule scheme that propagates order propagates places of disorder, 
too. 

5. The Example Revisited 

In this section we continue to discuss the specification of the abstract data type 
stack in Example 2.2. At first we can state that all axioms in the specification 
are ru]e schemes (cf. Definition 4.6). So we can check whether these rule 
schemes satisfy the properties described in Sect. 4.3. Since any two rule 
schemes have a node address with different function symbols in the common 
term domain of their lefthand sides, the set of rule schemes is consistent (cf. 
Lemma 4.9). For example, Iook at the axioms (1) and (2), where PUSH and 
NEW, respectively, are the function symbols standing at node address (1). The 
set of ru]e schemes is nonoverlapping, since the prerequisites of Lemma 4.10 
are fulfilled. This can easily be seen as the function symbols POP and TOP 
stand only at the root node. 

Furthermore, it can easily be checked that the set of rule schemes prop
agates order ( cf. Definition 4.12). 

So Theorem 4.13 yields the closure of the set of generated ru]es and there
fore the Church-Rosser property. This implies that the operational semantics 
of the specification of the abstract data type stack is well-defined, since the 
normal form semantics is. 

The normal form model for this example can be described inductively as 
follows: (All normalformsthat are ok-terms are called ok-normal .forms and all 
normal forms being error terms are called error normal .forms.) 

(1) Ok-normal forms of sort stack are NEW and all terms 
PUSH( ... (PUSH(NEW, 0), ... , 0). 

(2) Ok-normal form of sort nat is the term 0. 

(3) Error normal forms of sort stack are PUSH(x&err,n), PUSH(x,n&err) 
and PUSH(x & err, n & err) where x and n are ok-normal forms and x & err 
and n & err are error normal forms of the appropriate sorts. 

( 4) Error normal forms of sort stack & err are ERR "UNDERFLOW" and all 
terms POPi(y&err) where i:;;; 1 and y&err is an error normal form of sort 
stack. 

(5) Error normal forms of sort nat & err are the terms ERR "NO_ENTR Y", 
TOP(PUSH(x&, n&err)), TOP(z&err) where x& is an error or ok
normal form, z & err is an error normal form of sort stack & err and n & err 
is an error normal form. 

Example 5.1 

ok-normal forms: 0; NEW; PUSH(NEW, 0); ... 

error normal forms: PUSH(ERR "UNDERFLOW", 0) 
POP(PUSH(NEW, ERR "NO_ENTRY")) 
TOP(POP(PUSH(NEW, ERR "NO:..ENTR Y"))) 
TOP(PUSH(NEW, TOP(ERR "UNDERFLOW"))) ... 
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Since we know by Theorem 4.13 that the set of generated rules is closed, 
the termination of the full Substitution reduction strategy is guaranteed for this 
specification. 

We consider some disordered l:-terms and reduction sequences starting 
with them: 

(a) POP 

1 I 

PUSH 

~ 
POP TOP 

11 11 
PUSH PUSH 

~ ~ 
NEW 0 NEW 0 

(b) POP 

11 
PUSH 

~ 

E(R) 
{(1. 1), (1, 2)) 

POP 

11 
PUSH 

~ 
E(R) 

-------+ 
ö 

NEW 0 

POP 

11 
PUSH 

NEW 

POP TOP E(Rl 
11 11 {(1,1,1),(1,2,1,1)} 

TOP 

11 

POP 

11 
POP PUSH 

11 ~ 
NEW POP 0 

E(R) 
(1.2) 

11 
NEW 

POP 

11 
PUSH 

A 
POP 0 

11 
ERR "UN
DERFLOW" 

E(R) 
(1, 1) 

ERR "UN
DERFLOW 

POP 

11 
PUSH 

~ 
ERR"UN- 0 
DERFLOW" 

PUSH 

~ 
ERR"UN- 0 
DERFLOW 

The second example shows how error situations may be recovered or prop
agated according to the specified error handling in the axioms. 

Rule scheme (1) POP(PUSH(S, E)) doesn't discover order, as the right-hand 
side is a variable of an ok-sort and the lefthand side hasn't an ok-root sort. 
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So it cannot be guaranteed by our syntactical tests that the set of generated 
rules has the outer property and that the parallel outermost reduction strategy 
terminates. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper we have defined an operational semantics for specifications of 
abstract data types with error handling. Our main results are criteria for a 
specification which are sufficient for this semantics to be well-defined and for 
certain reduction strategies to terminate, respecting the specified error han
dling. The reduction strategies and the sufficient criteria have been implemented 
in a system for interpreting abstract data types (cf. [17, 9]). 

We also investigated some other efficient reduction strategies. Especially, 
we studied a new heuristic strategy that is a mixture of the full substitution 
and the parallel outermost reduction strategies. We strongly conjecture that 
this new reduction strategy terminates even if the strong property of a rule 
scheme to discover order doesn't hold. The main idea of this strategy is to use 
full substitution during a reduction step only if the outer property may be 
violated (cf. [10]). 

The operational semantics given in this paper is only a partial solution of 
the problern of error and exception handling in algebraic specifications. The 
main point missing is a corresponding algebraic semantics, i.e. an algebraic 
characterization of a semantic algebra associated with a specification, probably 
a sort of quotient term algebra as in [1], that is isomorphic to the normal 
form algebra if the latter exists. This is subject to further study. Other open 
problems to be investigated concern the extension of the concepts of imple
mentation and parametrization of abstract data types such that error and excep
tion handling is included. 
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